
RMA N-1: 
Educate the public on the effects of land-based sources of pollution to reduce the amount of pollutants entering storm drains and waterways. 

Submitted Name Interests in reef 
interest 
if other county 

county 
if other 

RMA 
improve 
reef 
ecosystem? 

RMA 
improve life? 

support this 
RMA? support or change to support? other comments? Ref # 

2016-03-01 
23:09:23    

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   

PALM 
BEACH   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     1449 

2016-03-01 
17:32:34    FISHING, DIVING       Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     1364 
2016-03-01 
09:51:52    

FISHING, BOATING, 
PROTECTION   

PALM 
BEACH   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     1319 

2016-02-29 
10:35:48  Kara Muzia 

DIVING, BOATING, 
PROTECTION   MARTIN   Likely Likely Definitely So 

Education is key. Visitors & residents should 
understand that their daily activities have an impact 
on the world around them.    1202 

2016-02-29 
08:55:19  Jack Porrata 

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   MARTIN   Likely Definitely So Definitely So 

I think it should not just include the residential but 
also the commercial industry we can have one 
change and the other still be doing the same old 
thing. It has to be a change across the state i think on 
both sides we have seen a drastic impact from the 
Lake O Discharges into the east and west coasts of 
florida  
 
Sea turtles i sea at gumbo limbo little yearlings 4-8 
tiny little 30-40 pound green turtles with huge tumors   
from all the chemchicls and run off in the intercoastal 
water ways from home owners using lawn care and 
pesticides 
that runoff into the water ways. 
 
We have to keep Florida Beautiful     1198 

2016-02-28 
21:50:35  Jack Harari DIVING   BROWARD   Likely Not Likely Not Likely 

Nice idea.  I am not sure it will change anything but it 
is worth a try.   1174 

2016-02-28 
18:12:07    DIVING, PROTECTION   BROWARD   Likely 

Definitely 
Not Definitely So     1161 

2016-02-22 
09:05:35  

Benjamin 
Fallon FISHING, DIVING FL BROWARD   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So 

I think this is a great idea and it should be 
implemented so the public is better informed.   1030 

2016-02-18 
12:41:45  

Florencia 
Casaballe 

DIVING, BOATING, 
PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Likely Definitely So 

I support how the RMA is trying to raise awareness to 
show people how on land pollutants have an affect 
on our reefs. this is important because we need to 
take care of the Earth and the amount of pollutants 
we're throwing on it. It's very sad to think that 
humans are the cause for certain things that wouldn't 
happen if we weren't here.   974 

2016-02-18 
10:39:10  Nicolas Brugger PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Likely Likely Definitely So 

I support this RMA because I want to reduce the 
amount of pollution and warn the community about 
the dangers of pollutants entering storm drains and 
waterways.  

Good Job guys ! Very nice project.  
 
 
 
 
Att: Nicolas Brugger student at Alonzo and Tracy 
Mourning Senior High 973 

2016-02-18 
10:36:53  Bruna PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Likely Likely Definitely So 

I support this draft because I believe it has really good 
ideas to reduce pollution and we definitely need to 
reduce it to live in a better city.  

Also, I think that is important to advice population 
about the danger of pollution and how pollution can 
affect our community.  
 972 



Att: Bruna Soares, student, from Alonzo and Tracy 
Senior Mouning High. 

2016-02-18 
10:15:15  Hunter Smith 

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Likely Definitely So 

This draft will definitely educate the public but it 
should include a hands on program to show the 
effects of pollution and how to save our marine 
environment.   971 

2016-02-18 
10:10:01  Adrian FISHING   

MIAMI-
DADE   Likely Likely Likely 

I am a student from Alonzo and Tracy Mourning 
Senior High and I support this cause. I will try to make 
this more aware to more peers.   969 

2016-02-18 
10:06:58    FISHING, DIVING   

MIAMI-
DADE   Likely Likely Likely 

I'm student a from atm I support you guys in what u 
are doing to stop pollution    968 

2016-02-18 
09:41:05  Jean PROTECTION   OTHER 

North 
miami Likely Likely Not Sure i don`t know but im going to find    961 

2016-02-18 
09:40:47  Yallannie Mora PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Not Sure Not Sure Definitely So 

The RMA could do more things to bring in a younger 
demographic to help the reefs. By appealing to the 
younger demographic, we can get the interest of 
people who will live in the earth longer than previous 
generations  

By decreasing pollution, the reefs can grow healthier 
and more efficiently. Pollution is caused by the 
laziness of people who litter. Throwing trash into the 
ocean can invade the habitats of many animals  960 

2016-02-18 
08:43:23  andres PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE         

I think that the land-based pollution is affecting the 
coral reefs and marine plants and animals extremely. 
Sources like power plants, factories and other land-
based pollutants are big reasons as to why the oceans 
are in bad shape. Also, garbage being thrown away by 
wondering people and carelessness of marine life is 
not helping. Awareness of marine life and their need 
for a better and cleaner habitat is what all fish and 
plants would agree with if they could talk.    958 

2016-02-18 
06:14:13  

Vincent 
Hartmann DIVING, PROTECTION FL 

PALM 
BEACH   Likely Not Sure Not Sure 

     A huge threat to the coral reefs which I do not see 
addressed in your recommendations is beach 
renourishment.  First of all, there is a simple, 
ridiculously low cost solution that would eliminate 
the need for costly beach renourishment - place rock 
berms along the beach as the City if Deerfield Beach 
has had for decades.  Deerfield has rarely, if ever, 
needed to renourish their beach and Deerfield has a 
beautiful first reef system. 
     The City of Boca Raton, on the other hand, spends 
millions of dollars on beach renourishment.  The 
dredging only temporarily replaces the beach and at a 
devastating cost to the reef.  Just the act of dredging 
itself has led to accidents like dragging chains across 
and mowing down huge swaths of reef or spilling so 
much sand on the reef that it can be seen in satellite 
images.  Even without accidents, the renourishment 
physically buries the first reef.  I dive recreationally 
almost weekly and have seen this first hand.  Despite 
claims of turbidity monitoring, I see the visibility 
reduced to nothing for weeks following this process, 
     If a city wants to renourish their beach, they MUST 
install rock berms aloing the beach to prevent future 
erosion.  Simple solution, save millions of dollars and 
the reefs.  Thank you for your efforts. nd can attest 953 

2016-02-17 
18:44:15  Kate Castillo 

FISHING, DIVING, 
PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Likely Definitely So 

I support this because many animals and entire 
ecosystems are dying for the cause of pollution. Us 
humans benefit ourselves but don't think of how it 
can affect others around us, and don't even think of   947 



animals. Animals are so important... especially fish 
and many more marine animals. If we continue what 
we are doing and don't stop it will bring these species 
to extinction as it has already done to many. 

2016-02-16 
22:47:23  Luna Perricone PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Likely Likely Definitely So 

I support the fact that RMA is trying to help protect 
the highly targeted reef fish species. Every animal is 
an important part of the food chain. If people fish too 
much then certain types of fish will become extinct 
and the ecosystem can collapse.   921 

2016-02-11 
11:08:00  Edgar Guerrero  PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So 

I have participated in past events on cleaning up the 
beach and such. Perhaps by simply cleaning up the 
beach/ocean or, using less plastic products. Although 
I don't know what we could do to stop pollution 
through nature such as land slides. But I believe if 
everyone is aware of this we can work together to fix 
the problem and potentially find a solution. Thanks    879 

2016-02-11 
11:03:36  Camila BOATING   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Not Sure Likely 

I support the fact that you want to inform people 
how polluting is hurting the coral reefs and the ocean 
and this will most likely decrease the number of 
pollution   878 

2016-02-11 
11:00:24  Uriel PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So 

I support this website because i love how they 
support the reefs and raise awarnace This could change our world 876 

2016-02-11 
10:56:39  Edgar PROTECTION   

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So 

I support this page because I love that this raises 
awareness to protect the reefs. Thanks    875 

2016-02-05 
19:03:24  Ginger Miller 

FISHING, DIVING, 
BOATING, PROTECTION   OTHER 

Madiso
n Co, 
Indiana Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So   

Although I don't live in the area I have vacationed in 
the area. Sailed, swam, dove in the areas mentioned. 
You have a great treasure and the responsibility to 
protect it. This would be a great start. 847 

2016-01-30 
12:19:51    FISHING   BROWARD   Definitely So Not Sure Definitely So 

This long term solution will be fought by developers 
who have their financial interests at heart   749 

2016-01-26 
12:03:10    DIVING   

PALM 
BEACH   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So   test 640 

2016-01-26 
11:37:11    BOATING   

PALM 
BEACH   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So test test 639 

2016-01-26 
11:36:30    DIVING       Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So   Test by zdco 638 
2016-01-26 
11:35:54  David Cox DIVING   

PALM 
BEACH     Definitely So Definitely So   TEST from IIRC by DCox 637 

2016-01-26 
11:34:54  Dasv id Cox DIVING   

PALM 
BEACH   Definitely So       test from iirc 636 

2016-01-26 
08:42:46  Gordon Borsa DIVING, PROTECTION   OTHER Lee Likely Likely Likely 

Here is a link from the washington post regarding the 
damage to reefs caused by sunscreen lotion: 
 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-
environment/wp/2015/10/20/after-sunscreen-
protects-humans-it-massacres-coral-reefs/ 
 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/08/12/AR2009081201097.
html   633 

1/26/16 
12:00 Jackie T OTHER   MARTIN   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So   the public knows - educatie the politicians  11 

1/26/16 
12:00 Donna Melzer     MARTIN   Likely Likely Likely 

education is most effective when translated into 
regulations and enforceable programs    23 

1/29/16 
12:00       

PALM 
BEACH         

Under the education program, really think about 
actually telling people about industry practices or the   126 



extreme amount of discharges or wastes & 
contamination that industry produces & how these 
adversely affect the coastal environments. As an 
example the discharges from a power plant or 
manufacturing plant. Educate the public about the 
amount of water that may be used in a local 
manufacturing operation. Secondly, educate the 
public about where/options for these discharges and 
what affects they may have on environments. The 
public tyically needs some of these manufactured 
goods & serves so how can we better co-exist in our 
own daily practices.  

2/17/16 
12:00       

MIAMI-
DADE   Definitely So Definitely So Definitely So     197 

 


